The status of radioimmunotherapy in CD20+ non-Hodgkin's lymphoma.
Rituximab, the CD20-directed antibody, has become a standard component of treatment regimens for patients with B cell non-Hodgkin's lymphoma (NHL). The use of rituximab has resulted in greatly improved response and survival rates with less toxicity relative to standard chemotherapeutic regimes. However, relapse and recurrence is common, particularly in indolent varieties which remain incurable, requiring alternate therapeutic options. The subsequent coupling of β-emitting isotopes such as (131)I and (90)Y to anti-CD20 monoclonal antibodies (mAbs), including rituximab, has been steadily growing over the last decade and demonstrates even greater therapeutic efficacy with more durable responses. (177)Lutetium-labelled rituximab offers a number of convenient advantages over (131)I and (90)Y anti-CD20 mAbs for treatment of NHL, and a number of alpha-emitting isotopes lie at the frontier of consolidation therapy for residual, micrometastatic disease.